GUERNSEY
ICONIC
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WELCOME

BACKGROUND
DAVID UMMELS

Over the last 3 years David Ummels has organised a
number of highly successful art exhibitions and related
charitable events through his initiative Art for Guernsey.
During this time, through various roles and functions
(Chamber, Locate Guernsey, IoD, Community

idea to use Art as an enabler, to achieve quantifiable and
measurable goals, and more specifically on the merits of
an Iconic Art Venue in Guernsey.
The support encompasses corporate, civil, political, art,
HNWIs and philanthropic sectors, not to mention the
broader community of Guernsey.
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David has established a vast consensus supporting the

GUERNSEY ICONIC ART VENUE

Foundation, Art Strategy Working Group, Arts for Impact)

ANALYSIS OF
ART SECTOR
IN GUERNSEY
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GUERNSEY ICONIC ART VENUE

What do we have?
We have significant wealth, goodwill, privately and
institutionally held art collections, with purchasing
appetite and art insurers within a low risk, low cost
environment to insure and manage art. We also have
magnificent natural beauty, with unique light and
colours to inspire artists.
What could we address?
Drawing on abundant assets and using Art as an
enabler, we can create significant cultural substance
with an Iconic Art Venue, supporting our Tourism,
Hospitality, Transport and Infrastructure sectors
and positioning Guernsey as an art destination on
the world map.
The existence of an Iconic Art Venue in Guernsey would
also create the opportunity to positively and significantly
enhance our country brand (Cultural Diplomacy).

A NEW CATALYST
FOR GUERNSEY’S
DEVELOPMENT
An iconic art venue, in prime location on Guernsey’s seafront, will
act as as a country brand flagship and significant economic enabler
(0.5 % GDP equivalent after year 3).
Indeed, cultural tourism is the fastest growing tourism sector in the
world. The iconic art venue will provide Guernsey with the catalyst to
compete in the international cultural tourism market and to become a
destination on the back of this project.

COUNTRY BRAND

HOSPITALITY

Cultural Diplomacy

Increased occupancy

TOURISM

EDUCATION, ART & CULTURE

Increased visitors

Providing inspiration and raising standards

TRANSPORT

EMPLOYMENT

Increased traffic

Diversification and creation of
highly qualified jobs

RELOCATION

QUALITY OF LIFE

Individual’s and businesses

Enhanced cultural
environment
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COUNTRY BRAND
TOURISM
TRANSPORT
HOSPITALITY
EDUCATION
EMPLOYMENT
ART & CULTURE
ATTRACTIVITY OF GUERNSEY (RELOCATION)
QUALITY OF LIFE OF THE COMMUNITY

GUERNSEY ICONIC ART VENUE

Delivering positive impacts:
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?

VISION
1. Curating exhibitions from locally sourced private,
public or institutionally held artworks of international
standard. Formation of a collector’s club, lending
high quality artworks for special or permanent
exhibitions, which would also attract wills and art
donations.
2. Curating visiting exhibitions comprising notable
and well-known artworks borrowed from
international museums or collections. Content
of this calibre will help to turn Guernsey into a
destination for Art Tourism.
3. Curating exhibitions of internationally renowned
contemporary artists, in line with the Art for
Guernsey model, alongside masterclasses run by
the artists on an invitation only basis to the most
promising art students in the world. The resulting
artists and students exhibitions would form the
basis of an international art festival.
In essence, the master classes will give the most
promising art students of the world undiluted access
to our culture, heritage, hospitality, community
values and the abundant natural assets of our land
and sea scapes, light and colour.

Within the art venue we envisage a centre of artistic
excellence open to local artists and students of all
ages, bolstering the current education and culture
resources, with studio and meeting rooms freely
available and exhibition spaces offered between
major shows, enabling the art sector to raise its
standards, visibility and aspirations. Furthering
the provision of creative resource and inspiration,
we intend for all major shows to be free for all
Guernsey students.
One of the core values embedded in the Guernsey
Iconic Art Venue concept is to adopt a distinct and
coherent curating line, in part as an identity for

the venue, ensuring the coexistence of different
media and disciplines in any given exhibition,
so that we build our brand as a 21st century art
venue, even when we show old masters. Alongside
traditionally accepted medias or disciplines such
as oil, ink, pencil, sculpture and watercolours, this
might include digital, virtual, musical, performing
arts, art history and literary content, ensuring all
representations of creativity, locally and further
afield, have opportunity and exposure.
Considering the geography of the site and
the required property development, it is very
important to holistically integrate the Guernsey
Iconic Art Venue into its local landscape, from
an architectural, but also from an urbanistic and
economic point of view, so that the use of the
venue space and the directly adjacent public park,
is properly optimised. The full potential and the
ambition of the Iconic Art Venue can be realised if
the appropriate consideration is given to its place
and the relationship to its surroundings.
No Iconic Art Venue would be complete without
somewhere to relax and enjoy a few refreshments.
We picture a restaurant and cafe as an integral part
of the venue, offering a range of high standard and
where possible locally sourced food and drinks, with
a warm welcome extended to locals, tourists and
cruise line visitors, as well as providing opportunity
for a unique events space in the heart of town.

GUERNSEY ICONIC ART VENUE

This venue will deliver the following key activities.

The combination of our existing strengths and
Guernsey’s natural beauty, captured by countless
inspiring international artists and their masterclass
students, will create several positive outcomes
including an increasing body of works portraying
Guernsey in its best light on an international stage.
A selection of these works will also be retained to
our national collection as part of the organisational
agreements. Perhaps more importantly, we will
be giving back to the world a steady stream of
outstanding artists who will leave the island more
capable than when they arrived, armed with
strong local relationships and professional support
services as they embark on their journeys, ensuring
lasting dialogue and strong positive feelings
towards Guernsey.
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Create one of the top 10 boutique iconic art venues
in the world.
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GUERNSEY ICONIC ART VENUE

SPECIFIC OPPORTUNITY
Transform and convert the Guernsey
Information Centre into the Guernsey Iconic
Art Venue.

of the Bailiwick. It positions Guernsey on the
world map in many ways and for all the right
reasons.

This character rich real estate asset is situated
in a prime location on the seafront, is iconic in
nature (first ever concrete building of the island)
and constitutes our best opportunity to create
a Guernsey Iconic Art Venue, “as is”, without
significant new investment and development
being undertaken.

The “best in class” governance, representivity
and transparency standards are applied, setting
a benchmark for what public/private partnerships
should be on the island and utilising tier one
human resources at Supervisory Board and
Executive levels.

The venue in its new guise will provide a platform
to deliver privately, a range of public services
that currently don’t exist. The opportunity is for
a significant economic enabler that can deliver
a minimum projected +0.5% of GDP equivalent
benefits to Guernsey after 3 years of operation.
The Iconic Art Venue is managed in an
entrepreneurial, value creative and inspiring way,
in a manner that celebrates the core values of
our community and the natural aesthetic capital

The proposition
The States leases the building on a long term
peppercorn basis to the non profit organisation
(to be created) managing the Guernsey Iconic
Art Venue.
All the operating costs of the non profit
organisation will be privately underwritten by DU
for [2/3] years and other philanthropic, corporate
and private sources. DU will commit [2/3] years
of his time to lead and business develop the

GUERNSEY ICONIC ART VENUE
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platform on a pro bono basis, recruit and manage
a team, set and execute the strategy.

new or existing art related opportunities. These all
seem obvious destinations for our investments.

The Supervisory Board is populated by
representatives of key stakeholders and eminent
members of the business (full support of IoD
and Chamber), corporate, civil, insurance,
philanthropic and art communities.

The plan view

Very crucially, all the key operating skills
(design, social media, marketing, curating, event
management, filming and editing, virtual reality,
logistics, insurance) and people have been
identified and secured and they are 100% locals.

Virtual reality and digital art spaces, or rooms,
will support our curating line and broaden our
scope for execution of, or access to works, and
constitute an additional point of interest alongside
greater accessibility for large audiences.

Additional curating and strategic advice can be
sourced from London (also secured) or else on
an ad hoc basis.

Top floor will host offices, studio and workshop
facilities, intended for arts related businesses and
activities, with temporary accommodation facilities
for artists in residence and participants
to masterclasses.

Management will report to the Supervisory
Board on its strategy and achieved goals and in
good intelligence with its Supervisory Board will
establish a close and efficient communication line
with key stakeholders to fine tune the strategy
and keep it aligned with Guernsey’s public
interest.
The non profit organisation doesn’t distribute
dividends but reinvests its free cash flows into its
set goals: building an art collection for Guernsey,
organising more cultural events or supporting

Ground floor and first floor will be predominantly
allocated to main exhibition space with different
thematics and overlapping schedules.

The Guernsey Iconic Art Venue will serve as a
destination and anchor for the creative sector,
increasing opportunities for collaboration with
the schools, inviting international lecturers,
offering art related experiences and relationship
opportunities to corporates, inviting and making
meaningful application of art related philanthropy
and creating high level employment opportunities
within the creative sector.

the Virtual Art Room
A complimentary ‘virtual reality’ experience to visiting
European art collections.
A contemporary ‘virtual reality’ experience allowing
viewers to observe in person, any publicly available art
located anywhere in the world.
Create a testament room, celebrating Guernsey’s
position as an innovative and technologically advanced
jurisdiction.
Private room for meetings and exclusive hospitality
art events.

Everything that we do should make economic and
cultural sense, and be done with vision, passion, high
purpose, and nothing short of the best standards.
Artists, visitors, providers, partners, sponsors and staff
should be proud to work for us or with us, be invited by
us or visit us.
Most importantly, the people of Guernsey should be
proud of their Iconic Art Venue.
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Engage and align with key stakeholders to optimise
exhibitions exposure, namely, Harbour, Airport, Aurigny,
Cruise Lines, Hospitality, Visit Guernsey, Locate
Guernsey and the States of Guernsey.

GUERNSEY ICONIC ART VENUE

Pre-sale to Cruise Line passengers.

MINIMIZED RISK ENVIRONMENT
IF
Failure
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The States remain the landlord and have a
fully renovated and upgrated asset in a key
strategic location.

action
Find another tenant or use the asset for
another purpose.

success
An immediate political win.
A country brand game changer.
A benchmark for public/private partnership.
A significant economic enabler.
A substantial and positive impact in our
community quality of life.

action
Keep going or define and move forward with
a much more ambitious, newly built project to
be integrated to the enhancement plans of the
harbour, with the strong political benefit that a
track record and credibility have been created.
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KEY ELEMENTS

Conservatively, the high level economic benefits, generated
directly and indirectly by the presence of the Guernsey Iconic
Art Venue, are estimated at an equivalent of 0.5% of Gross
Domestic Product after 3 years of full operations. This makes
the initial investment required by the States look extremely
lucrative in return.

Executive management
• DU as a pro bono CEO for [2/3] years
(with non exec role thereafter)
• Property manager: Secured
• Marketing, Design and Social Media: Secured
• Curating and Event Management: Secured
• Virtual and Digital Art: Secured
• Logistics and Insurance: Secured
• Contributing Art Collectors: Secured

GUERNSEY ICONIC ART VENUE

We are in a position of readiness, able to curate and deliver
our first exhibition of international standard as soon as the
venue is available. Namely, a number of world class British
18th century Old Masters and a Street Art exhibition involving
3 or 4 major Banksy artworks.

Governance: A Supervisory Board populated by eminent
representatives of the States, key Guernsey stakeholders
(Chamber & IoD), key corporate and philanthopic sponsors,
local entrepreneurs, world class art collectors and former
patrons of International Museums, relevant representatives of
the Tourism, Hospitality, Transport and Art sectors (Secured).
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This opportunity has received support from representatives in
all sectors, including a large number of key local stakeholders:
numerous table sponsors of Locate Guernsey, Chamber,
IoD, tier one corporates and institutions, local entrepreneurs,
significant locally based art collectors, art insurers, and
prominent members of the creative, artistic, charitable and
philanthropic sectors.

WHAT WE NEED?
The States of Guernsey, acting as the landlord, to commit in writing,
subject to due diligence and contract, to spend up to GBP 5 million to
upgrade and transform the existing building to a fit for purpose Iconic
Art Venue asset. The financial commitment should include the initial
budgets to cover all technical surveys, various consultancy works
and the planning application process.
The States of Guernsey, acting as the landlord, to lease the building to a
non profit organisation on a long term lease with a peppercorn rent.
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The non profit organisation is controlled by DU (and possibly other key
stakeholders) with all operating costs underwritten by DU (and possibly
other key stakeholders) for an initial period of [2/3] years.
DU commits to act as a pro bono CEO for a initial period of [2/3] years,
taking charge of the business development and set up phases to ensure
implementation of the strategy successfully.
The non profit organisation needs the freedom to select, hire and
manage the relevant architect(s) (with a commitment to select exclusively
from local firms) and contractor(s) (with a commitment to select
exclusively from local firms, if and when possible), subject to budget and
credentials, as it is critical to ensure the end result of the upgrading and
transformation process of the building is fully aligned with the curating
policy, and in full adequation with the business plan of the Guernsey
Iconic Art Venue.

The project development of the Guernsey Iconic Art Venue needs to
be holistically integrated to its surrounding geography and close social,
urbanistic and economic environment, and our plan needs to be fully
coordinated with any adjacent development projects, ensuring the
ultimate success of both.

WHAT WE OFFER?
A visionary and vastly supported opportunity, structured in a way that
will set a benchmark for future public/private partnerships in Guernsey,
providing on a non profit basis, public services that currently don’t exist
and at a standard surpassing expectations. The activity of the future
Guernsey Iconic Art Venue will create a significant enabler for Guernsey’s
economy (Tourism, Hospitality, Transport, Infrastructure) and constitute a
game changer for the image of Guernsey in the world (country brand).
It will significantly improve the quality of life of our community and
therefore create a more favourable ground for potential individual and
corporate relocation.
A turn key, no headache, fully underwritten situation, where the
managing organisation is wholly run by a carefully selected and proven
group of entrepreneurial, business and art professionals, with a passion
for the common interests of Guernsey, who are not driven by profit
and therefore have their interests entirely aligned with the community
focussed outcomes.
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THANK
YOU!

